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List of Vocational Nursing Sunset Legislation Changes
Article 1. Administration
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2852.5
Change “he or her” to “their.”
§2858
Accept United States currency vs cash, add credit cards, do not accept cryptocurrency.
Article 2. Scope of Regulations
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2859
Delete professional from “registered professional nurse,” change “school” to “program.”
§2860
Add language to prohibit injection for cosmetic or dermatological treatments.
§2860.5
Delete “and surgeon” from “physician and surgeon,” add “licensed” in front of physician,
registered nurse to the type of medical professional who can direct an LVN to administer
medications, specify licensed vocational nurse as needed.
§2860.7
Delete “and surgeon” from “physician and surgeon,” add “licensed” in front of physician,
registered nurse to the type of medical professional who can direct an LVN to perform
skin tests.
§2860.8
Add language that LVNs may not perform or administer medications that require a level
of assessment other than basic assessment.
§2861.5
Change “his” to “their.”
§2862
Change “his or her” to “their,” “school” to “program.”
§2864
Change “his” to “their.”
§2866
Delete “licensed” in front of vocational nurse, change “school” to “program.”
§2867
Change “his” to “them” and “his” to “their” and adding “for vocational nurse licensure, in
a form prescribed by the board.”
§2867.6
Correct an incorrect subdivision citation “e” to “h.”
§2868
Delete this subdivision regarding the number of examinations given per year (2) since it
no longer applies.
§2870.1
Add this subdivision regarding cheating on an examination.
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§2871
Amend the language as follows: Any applicant who fails to pass his first an examination
may take a second repeat the examination upon payment of the fee required by this
chapter.
§2872.1
Added “has taken and passed the national licensure examination approved by the
board.”
§2872.2 (a -g)
The process for licensure by examination, language was amended, added, deleted and
renumbered. See specific language for details.
§2872.3
Add language to define when an application for licensure is deemed to be abandoned
and the fee forfeited.
§2873
Change “he or she” to “they” and “school” to “program.”
§2873.5
Change “his or her” to “their” and “he or her” to “their.”
§2873.6
Delete the entire subdivision because it no longer applies.
§2874
Add a requirement that applicants and licensees provide an electronic mailing address.
Article 3. Disciplinary Proceedings
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2876
Change “his or her” to “their” and “he or her” to “their,” adding board authority to
delegate adoption of default decisions to Executive Officer or AEO.
§2877
Change “his or her” to “their” and “he or her” to “their.”
§2877.1
Add authority for the Board to investigate or take disciplinary action against a licensee
with a lapsing or suspended license.
§2878
Clean up changes by adding language to specify what is being reviewed or who the
licensee is assisting and deleting language would require a sexually related crime be
substantially related to the duties and functions of the licensee.
§2878.1
Updated Title 2 reference.
§2878.5
Delete “and surgeon” from “physician and surgeon,” add registered nurse to the type of
medical professional who can direct an LVN, changing “his or her” to “their,” “himself
and herself” to “themselves.”
§2878.6
Change “his” to “their.”
§2878.8
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Add “or territory of the United States” for clarification.
§2879
Change “his or her” to “their.”
Article 4. Vocational Nursing Schools Program
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2880
Change “schools” to “vocational nursing programs.”
§2881
Change “school” to “program.”
§2881.1
Change “school” to “program.”
§2881.2
Add authority for the Board to begin charging vocational nursing programs fees for the
various approval and review services provided.
§2882
Change “school” to “program.”
§2883
Add authority to develop a citation and fine program and develop regulations, change
“schools of” to “program.”
Article 5. Penal Provisions
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2885
Change “he” to “they” and “is” to “are.”
§2886
Change “him” to “them” and correcting a misspelled word.
Article 6. Revenue
Subdivision and
Description of Change
§2892
Add electronic notice as a way the board can send renewal notices to licensees.
§2892.5
Change “his or her” to “their,” “he or she” to “they” and “himself or herself” to
“themselves.”
§2895.1
Change “his or her” to “their.”

